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Wi nteri Saved 
3y Jo Leov 
Worried students, faculty and 
administrators who are concerned 
about the future of Winterim can 
breathe a sigh of relief. Winterim is 
still here--and it is here to stay. The 
Faculty Senate voted to keep 
Winterim last week following a 
survey of faculty members which 
clearly shows that a majority of the 
faculty favors retaining Winterim. 
Deciding to separate the two 
issues of Winterirn and reducing the 
faculty course load was a crucial 
step in saving Winterim. The survey 
shows that a large majority of the 
faculty favors reducing the annual 
teaching load to six units. However, 
if the load was not reduced, the 
faculty would strongly favor 
keeping Winterim. Survey 
coordinator Barry Anton agreed that 
once faculty members began to look 
at Winterim as an issue in itself 
rather than as a convenient way to 
reduce the faculty load, it became 
clear that "Winterim was something 
that both students and faculty were 
in favor of." 
Student leaders were delighted 
with the decision and felt that 
student input had an important 
influence in keeping Winterim. 
Winterim Task Force leaders Marc 
Therrien and Debbie Winshel noted 
that the faculty looked at the 
overwhelmingly pro-Winterim 
student input "with some regard" 
and weighed it into their decision 
Winshel commented, "It seems hat 
student input and interest caused 
the faculty to look at it as a 
"This unknown intellectual is the 
Godfather of the most powerful new 
political force in America." 
ESQUIRE -Feb.13,1979 
The University of Puget Sound's 
Business Dept. will present Irving 
Kristol this Monday, April 2nd at 10 
am. in McIntyre 006 and at 8 p.m. in 
the Bicentennial Pavilion. 
Irving Kristol's power lies not in 
his visibility, but in his ability to 
guide ideas and influence govern-
mental decisions. 
His influence is reflected more 
and more in the political and cultur-
al mood of the country. He has pub-
lished many articles exploring the 
Winterim issue rather than as a way 
to reduce the teaching load." 
ASUPS reactions to the faculty's 
moves to consider eliminating 
Winterim were extensive and well-
organized. When the Faculty 
Senate met in October and decided 
to re-examine the Winterim 
structure, many students, faculty 
members and administrators 
thought the Winterim program 
would be terminated. The Student 
Senate immediately formed a 
Winterim Task Force which put 
together the Winterim survey that 
students filled out during Winterim 
registration. The Task Force wrote 
75 schools to research possible 
alternatives to the present system. 
Then Student Senators gathered 
student opinion on the alternatives 
through contact with their liason 
groups. 
Based on these results the Task 
Force drew up a proposal strongly 
supporting Winterim which the 
Student Senate approved. It stated 
that survey results, the liaison 
questionnaire and student opinion in 
general all favored retaining 
Winterim. When they presented this 
proposal to the Faculty Senate in 
February, the Faculty Senate 
quickly reacted and distributed a 
survey of their own to the faculty. 
The Task Force is now considering 
ways of improving Winterim. 
Winshel and Therrien commented 
that people in past years have 
talked about improving Winterim, 
cont. on page 3 
On April 3, ASUPS, in conjunction 
with the John Bauer Concert Com-
pany, will present Van Halen, one of 
the top-rated, fastest rising, rock-n-
roll bands in the country. Accord-
ing to Scott Bodmer, Chairman of 
the Popular Entertainment Commit-
tee, "This is the biggest concert 
Tacoma has had in years." In the 
1978 Puget Sound Music Awards 
Van Halen was awarded "Most 
Promising New Artist" while their 
debut album, Van Halen, Van Ha/en 
received "Album of the Year" 
honors. In addition, the hard-driving 
hit song from this album, "Runnin' 
With the Devil," was runner-up to 
the Rolling Stones' "Shattered" in 
the "Song of the Year" category. 
Van Halen's bone-crushing concert 
performance was also considered 
Former history major Daniel R. 
Pearson has been selected by the 
ASUPS Board of Student 
Connijnications to serve as the 
editor of the 1979.80 student rag. 
Pearson, those nonination was 
confirmed by the student senate on 
Tuesday evening, has served as  
one of the best, ranking third behind 
only that of Rush and Styx. 
Van Halen consists of Michael An-
thony (bass), Dave Lee Roth (lead vo-
cals), Alex Van Halen (drums), and 
Edward Van Halen (guitar) who live 
by the rules—shake it up, strut your 
stuff, the world is at your doorstep, 
and the party is now. Anthony, Ross 
and the Van Halen brothers (both of 
whom are natives of the 
Netherlands and were trained in 
classical piano) have been playing in 
bands since their high school days, 
but it was not until 1974 that their 
common vision of rock 'n' roll 
united them and they formed Van 
Halen. Debuting at Gazzari's on the 
Sunset Strip, they quickly became 
an audience favorite; a trend that 
cont. on page 7 
managing editor of the TRAIL since 
%%interint 
The new editor, who has been 
unable to receive a grade in excess 
of a B + from Dr. Suzanne Barnett 
since he began working with the 
infamous Conthat Duo, looks 
forrd to a career in advertising. 
Kristol to Speak at 
UPS By Tracey HUrst ideas of neoconservatism along with 
his latest book,"Two Cheers for Cap-
italism." In addition he is a member 
of the Board of Contributors for the 
Wall Street Journal, and is founding 
editor of "Public Interest" magaz-
ines. 
In his lecture, Kristol will discuss 
his philosophy of neoconservatism 
which he contends is a way of look-
ing at the world and taking your 
principles from society as it is, not 
determining your principles first, 
then shape your world to fit it. 
All students are invited to listen 
and share their ideas with Irving Kris-
tol on April 2nd. In addition, Kristol 
will be speaking at the Bicentennial 
Pavilion in Tacoma that same night 
at 8 p.m. 
Pearson New TRAIL Head 
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Published every week that we are into it (and some that we are not), the 
TRAIL is the official newspaper of the Associated Students of the University 
of Puget Sound. This amazing information notwithstanding, opinions 
expressed herein do not necessarily reflect those of the University of Pugel 
Sound, its administration, faculty, staff, plant department, associated 
student body, or the TRAIL staff. 
Appearance of an advertisement herein does not necessarily constitute 
endorsement by this newsp4per. 
Offices of the TRAIL are located in Room 8 of the Student Union 
Building, 1500 North Warner, Tacoma, Washington, 98416. Our telephone 
numbers are 756.3278, 756-3279, and 756-3397. 
On Monday, the leaders of Egypt 
and Israel set aside 30 years of 
differences between theit 2 nations 
and signed a peace treaty which was 
put together during more than 6 
months of mediation, threats and 
pleas by President Carter. With 
Carter sitting between them, 
President Sadat and Prime Minister 
Begin signed more than a half-dozen 
leather bound documents designed 
to gLiarantee peace between Egypt 
and Israel. The signing of the 
documents took place on the White 
House front lawn, and was 
witnessed by more than 1200 invited 
guests and millions of TV viewers in 
the United States, Egypt and Israel. 
Hanoi says 10,000 Chinese troops 
are still inside Vietnam, and it won't 
open peace talks next week until all 
are withdrawn. Hanoi sent a cool 
note to the Chinese foreign ministry 
warning that fighting may resume if 
Chinese troops are not withdrawn 
across the borders recognized by 
V i e t n a m. 
Saudi Arabia has approached 
Tunisia about having its capital 
replace Cain as the headquarters for 
the Arab League. The Tunisian 
officials are not opposed to the 
idea. Hardline Arab states have 
been calling for the move since 
Egyptian President Sadat visited 
Jerusalem 16 months ago. 
Northern Tier Pipeline Company 
said it plans to run its proposed 
crude oil pipeline under Puget 
Sound instead of around it, a change 
it says will almost eliminate the 
need for tanker traffic in Puget 
Sound The firm has filed for state 
and federal applications to build an 
oil superport at Port Angeles and a 
pipeline to carry Alaska and foreign 
crude oil to northern and midwest 
states. 
The U.S Fish and Wildlife Service 
said Seattle City Light has not done 
enough to find out if the utility's 
proposed Copper Creek Dam would  
cut into salmon runs on which bald 
eagles feed. City, Light said it will 
send researchers hack to the Skagit 
River next winter and spring. That is 
when one of the country's 2 largest 
concentrations of bald eagles will 
he feeding on spawned out salmon. 
A cooling system leak sent 
radiation into a nuclear power plant 
near Hamsburg, PA, and into the 
atmosphere outside the facility. 
Officials said there is no danger to 
residents of the area. 
Howard Jarvis. the 76-year old 
Californian who successfully carried 
out a 15-year war to cut California 
taxes, has taken his latest tax-cutting 
fight straight to the source, 
Washington. He contends that 
despite all the current emphasis on 
the subject, most Americans are not 
interested in balancing the federal 
budget, they want lower taxes. To 
this end, Jarvis is pushing for 
passage of a bill reducing taxes by 
25 percent over the next 4 years 
mainly by cutting federal spending 
by 100 billion dollars. 
Ugandan President Idi Amin says - 
and Tanzania denies- that he is 
trapped inside his E ntebbe 
headquarters, cut off from his own 
army. Tanzania says the report is 
"nonsense" and is another of Amin's 
"tricks". It says there has been no 
military action in. the border war 
since Tanzania captured a key town 
near the Ugandan capital last week. 
Other reports said Amin's own 
soldiers were in revolt and 
diplomats figure the Ugandan 
leader's chances of staying alive are 
dwindling fast. 
Three 	 Republican 	 legislators 
asked the Washington State 
Supreme Court to declare the state's 
ratification of the federal Equal 
Rights Amendriient null and void. 
They said they believed Congress 
acted unconstitutionally in 
extending the seven year deadline 
for states to ratify ERA. 
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Law School Appeals for Funds 
Ry Scott Halford 
The University of Puget Sound has 
launched a major appeal to 
Tacoma's corporate community for 
support of the UPS Law Center, 
whose proposed site is the five-story, 
brick building which was once the 
Rhodes Department Store and three 
adjacent buildings. 
A fund-raising campaign seeks to 
raise $750,000 from local businesses 
during the next several months and 
is chaired by Dutton Hayward, 
president of Tacoma Savings and 
Loan Association, and William 
Philip, president of Puget Sound 
National Bank. 
Some 175 businesses will be 
solicited on a one-to-one basis by 
volunteers from the downtown 
community—many of whom have 
had no prior relationship to the 
University. The institution also 
hopes to contact all members of the 
corporate community , according to 
UPS officials. 
"This 	 $750,000 	 campaign 
represents the first time UPS has 
ever come to the corporate 
community of this nature," said 
Philip. "We are doing so because 
we believe the downtown Law 
Center will benefit -directly or 
indirectly- every business in 
downtown Tacoma. 
In a recent presentation before 
some 40 local business leaders, 
Philip pointed out that UPS already 
has a vital economic impact on 
Tacoma. He noted that the 
University is one of the largest 
employers in Pierce County with an 
employee list of over 700 persons. 
Approximately $10 million in 
institutional funds are spent for 
purchase of the regions goods and 
services each year. 
"This profound impact is not, 
however, the only reason we believe 
the corporate community should 
support the University and its plans 
for the Law Center," said Philip. 
According to Philip the Law Center 
is expected to create 168 new and 
permanent jobs. In addition, some 
170 jobs will be created in 
construction and its support 
services, and another 170 in support 
of services for the law center and its 
clientele. 
Although plans for a downtown 
Law Center continue to move ahead, 
final decision to locate the complex 
on the Broadway Plaza will not be 
made by the UPS Board of Trustees 
until its May retreat. 
Lowry Wyatt, vice chairman of 
the board and chairman of the 
University's Centennial Campaign,  
has emphasized that the trustees 
must be assured of three things 
before such a commitment is made; 
First, that the project will cost no 
more than the projected $8.5 
million, secondly, the Law Center's 
income projections, from tuition 
and rental of space, are accurate, 
and finally, that $2.5 million in 
private gift income be assured. 
"The $750,000 which we must 
raise from our community is a vital 
component of the $2.5 million in 
private gifts," Wyatt said in a recent 
interview. "Without it, the trustees 
will be forced to take another look 
at the feasibility of the entire 
project. 
At the completion of the Lav 
Center project, an innovative 
approach to legal education will be 
used. The Law Center concept ha 
been cited by educational leaders in 
the field of law as a new and unique 
approach to legal services deIiver 
and legal professional support. 
If the UPS trustees approve the 
downtown Law Center site in May, 
construction could be expected to 
begin by late August. Target date 
for completion would be Septembei 
of 1980. 
Independent 
Students Organize 
By Elizabeth Branscomb 
Now an independent student 
organization is on campus, founded 
by Ron Hudspeth, Scott Orr and 
Kyle Ripley. It's been in the making 
for one and a half years, but the 
time hadn't been right until recently, 
it's a chance for independent stu-
dents to get a little organized social 
activity. The dorms don't have the 
capacity except for A-L and Todd 
because of their size. Off-campus 
students are also lacking. 
The purposes are three-told 
social, an activity day and picnic k 
planned; community service 
programs; and student government 
involvement, acting as lobbyists 
Hudspeth stresses that this is no' 
a fraternal organization; 'We';c' not 
competing with Greeks, just 
allowing diversity for the indepen-
dent student. It we start competing, 
we will become just like them and 
we have no need or want to do 
that, nothing that st riictu red or 
rigorous." 
The independent studt'rit 01 
zation has just started, only ;W , 
meetings so far with a third to he 
announced. Hudspeth states, "We'tt 
like to see people there at the 
meeting and working It's for the 
independent students and they'll h' 
the ones to henett." 
Winterim to be Retained  cont. from page 1 
but, have achieved few concrete 
results. They want this year's 
improvements to be different 
Winshel stressed the need for more 
Winterim evaluations to keep a 
consistently high quality in the 
courses. They also conimented that 
they would like to see Winterim 
courses attain equal footing with 
regular semester courses. "It seems 
that if there is a time conflict 
between Winterim and regular 
semester courses, professors are 
now putting more emphasis on the 
regular semester courses," 
commented Therrien. They stressed 
that increased emphasis does not 
necessarily mean increased funding 
for Winterim, but, only that 
professors should prepare and teach 
their Winterim courses as carefully 
as any of their other classes. 
Student Senators will meet with 
their liaison groups to get ideas from 
students on improving Winterim. 
A group of faculty members 
headed by Professor Terry Cooney is 
working on making recommendations 
for improving Winterim. One of 
their main priorities will be to make 
the quality and rigor of the courses 
more consistent with each other and 
Fast Food Fasl 
On march 21, 164 UPS students 
fasted to raise money for the Wash-
ington Wheat Campaign. The 
money was refunded from meals 
that were not eaten by students at 
the UPS Food Services. 
The money raised, $203, was 
added to a worship service offering  
with courses offered during the 
regular semesters. Anton commented 
that the University would like to 
"foster higher quality (in Wintenm) 
whether that includes increased 
funding or not." 
The benefits ot a Winterim term 
are not limited to students. Anton 
observed, "Winterim is one of the 
ways a small college faculty keeps 
alive." He added that Winterim 
affords faculty as well as students a 
chance to "explore new areas of 
study." 
Many 	 problems 	 related 	 to 
Winterim remain unresolved. The 
faculty, which now teaches three 
out of every four Winterims, with 
the fourth one off for independent 
research or study, could reduce 
their load to one of every two 
Winterims or even make teaching a 
Winterim optional for faculty 
members. Such a change would 
probably reduce the number of 
Winterims' required for graduation. 
Alternatively, the faculty load could 
change from the present 3-1-3 system 
(three units during each semester 
plus one Winterim unit) to a 3-1-3- or 
2-1-3 (only five regular semester 
units plus Winterim). 
Past 
of $91 taken for world hunger March 
18,, making a total of $294 to be con-
tributed to the Washington Wheat 
Campaign, which is sponsored by 
CROP and Church World Service. 
WWC will use this, and other 
monies, to ship multipurpose wheat 
flour overseas. 
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"transition with continuity." Coupled whether or not a program, or lack of 
A Union Avenue Shuffle? with 	 Scott 	 Jackson's 	 pronounce- ment that "student power is at a one, is causing a iiroblem. Senators, therefore, should make  recommen- high," does that mean we are faced dations 	 requesting 	 action. 	 Any 
with politics as usual? The oratory report 	 lacking 	 this 	 final 	 product 
spouted in Senate needs to move should 	 be 	 considered 	 inadequate; 
Currently the Student Facilities Advisory Board is considering the from opinion to fact and analysis. you must elicit this product with all 
fate of housing unit F, presently occupied by the Sigma Chi Fraternity. The logical extensions will then be deliberate speed. 
Basically, the issue boils down to this: the Sigma Chi's, who have fallen the 	 propagation 	 of well 	 founded Dear Brian 
below minimum occupancy standards set by the University, want to re- programs 	 necessary 	 to 	 solve 	 our 
tain their house; the (hi Omega Sorority would like to take it over. problems. 	 Your 	 job 	 will 	 be 	 to Few people realize that budgeting 
Chronic underoccupancy, however, is not limited to the Sigma Chi's. conduct 	 the 	 Senate 	 and 	 other is the heart of policy formulation. 
This 	 spring, 	 only 	 the 	 Betas 	 are 	 meeting 	 the 	 90% 	 occupancy groups in this orchestration. As for The 	 present 	 budget 	 process 	 is 
requirement and the Kappa Sigs are in their fifth year of underpopula- student power, let's not have any government by crony. This problem, 
tion. delusions 	 of 	 grandeur 	 over 	 the however, 	 is 	 not an 	 unique factor 
Regardless of the merits of the individual arguments, one pervasive impact of our power. The resolution only shackled to budgeting 	 Granted, 
theme has been batted about by the participants in the debate, that of of 	 the 	 Winterim 	 issue 	 probably these are difficult chains to break in 
Greek unity. We would like to remind the competing groups that unity would have had the same outcome a small school. Nevertheless, more 
extends beyond Greek Row. It involves the entire campus and means without the "brute force" of student professionalsim 	 can 	 be 	 shown 	 in 
that the SFAB must consider, in their deliberations, the rights of all power. 	 We 	 should 	 not 	 so 	 easily many 	 areas, 	 especially 	 budgeting. 
students to equal access to housing. 	 On a 	 campus as hard-pressed forget the trouncing we took over The 	 budget 	 process 	 has 	 to 	 be 
for housing space as UPS, this concern becomes paramount and it is the plus/minus issue. We need 	 to ItflPr()Ved not only in the attitudes of 
the duty of all involved in the process to assure that the allocation of remember the tokenism 	 currently the actors, but in the format as well. 
housing is efficient and equitable. We hope that this will be rememb- offered 	 to us when 	 it 	 comes 	 to These improvements should come 
ered and that a potentially divisive debate can be avoided, major University decisions e.g., bud- by shifting from a piecemeal, incre- 
geting. Tom, remember that we do mental, control oriented budget to a 
not wield a big stick. We are lucky comprehensive, 	 program/planning 
to possess a half eaten carrot on the outlook 	 supported 	 by 	 modified 
end of a broken fishing pole. zero-based 	 analysis. 	 If 	 the LETTERS nomenclature 	 is 	 boggling 	 your Dear Marc: mind, 	 I 	 suggest questioning 	 most Your 	 main 	 function 	 will 	 be 	 to any P.A. major: useful information is 
facilitate the exchange of ideas and just around the corner. 
the growth of solutions. You need to We must remember government 
Dear ASUPS: 	 legislature, which said nothing and exert 	 dynamic 	 leadership. 	 Senate should be the servant of the people-- 
did much, may not be preferable to meetings must change their focus the 	 governors 	 and 	 administrators 
one which talks 	 much and does from 	 boring 	 trivialities 	 to 	 exciting especially need to be reminded of 
We are entering upon a time with nothing." 	 The 	 new 	 administation and important concepts. (Can you this fact--and that we have a duty to 
a new administration to serve us. In needs to find the happy median 	 Now change water into gold?) A major keep active in governmental affairs. 
recent history, we have seen prob- as to the specifics.... aspect of this function will 	 be to Government is dependent upon the 
Iems come and go over a number of expect 	 significantly 	 better 	 reports effort we place in it. We only have 
issues. We must continually ask our- Dear Tom: from Senators regarding their over- ourselves to blame for many of the 
selves 	 if 	 student 	 government 	 is sight 	 and 	 liaison 	 responsibilities, problems faced by the student and 
working with efficacy and efficiency. You most certainly shall face a However, 	 it is not important that university communities. 
We face a dilemma. As Thomas trying year. One has to wonder what Senators 	 give 	 a 	 point 	 by 	 point Sincerely 
Jefferson 	 said, 	 "It 	 is 	 really 	 more you meant by your statement that summary 	 of 	 the 	 meetings 	 they David H. Owain 
questionable than may at first be student 	 government, 	 during 	 the attended. 	 Senators 	 need 	 to 	 be (Or in other words, name held by 
thought, whether Bonaparte's dumb change of administrations, will have encouraged to make judgements on request.) 
BySteph F ritts Peterson 
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Alumni Phonathon 
	 Seminars 
UPS Calls in Donat'ions 	 Sponsored 
By Grant Johnson 
A total of $10284 has been raised 
this spring for the university by stud-
ents participating in the Spring 1979 
Phonathon. This total, along with an 
equal amount to be donated by "An-
onymous donors" will go towards 
the incidental costs of operating the 
university. In effect, the money 
raised will assist in keeping the costs 
to the student from climbing out of 
sight, if they haven't already. 
But this is surface information. 
Donations to the university are 
important for another reason, a reas-
on completely uorelated to 
finances. Prior to the Spring Phona-
thon, 9% of UPS alumni were donat-
ing to the annual fund. jim Green, 
Development Officer for the Annual 
Fund, describes this figure as "miser -
ably low," and adds that 
"Corporations and Foundations not 
closely tied to the University will 
not make the huge gifts to the Univ-
ersity if alumni are not supporting. 
UPS should have at least 20% of its 
alumni giving to the Annual Fund, 
and that goal is attainable." A total 
of 826 pledges were made during 
the three weeks of the Phonathon, 
all but one of them a first-time con-
tribution. 
Herein lies one of the principle 
problems with the University of 
Puget Sound - an extremely weak 
relationship with its alumni. Again, 
but 9% donate money to the school. 
A private institution such as the Uni-
versity of Puget Sound needs alumni 
support to survive. Whether it be in 
the direct form of money for the 
University, or in the indirect form of 
a statistic, by which the University 
becomes eligible for donations from 
other sources, this simple fact is 
glaringly obvioLis; if the University 
of Puget Sound is to continue to 
provide its students with the quality 
education which it currently pur-
ports to, then it is imperative that 
the alumni support to the institution 
be significantly increased. It is the 
only tangible alternative to the Uni-
versity's current practice of escalat-
ing tuition on a yearly basis. 
Why is it that alumni do not con-
tribute to the institution? To blame 
Brenda Rau or the Alumni Office 
would be both Linfair and mislead-
ing. It is no more their fault than it is 
the fault of Dr. Phibbs. The blame  
must be placed on the shoulders of 
the University as a whole. 
Perhaps not enough effort is being 
made to promote alumni relations. 
Perhaps the effort which is being 
made is misdirected. Perhaps, and 
this is a possibility which, if it were 
true, would involve frighteningly ob-
vious ramifications to the institution 
alumni from the University of Puget 
Sound are financially unable to con-
tribute money to the school. If the 
problem could he diagnosed, a 
cure could be offered. As of now, 
even after the Phonathon, the situa-
tion remains. 
During the Phonathon, alumni 
contacted offered various reasons 
for not contributing to the Annual 
Fund. A short list follows. 
"It cost me too much to go 
there." (This appears over and over). 
"I wish UPS were more of a liber-
al arts school. I don't agree with 
their program." 
I have extreme reservations about 
Phil Phibbs. I will contribute when 
he is gone." 
"I will not give as long as Phil 
Phihbs is president." 
"The hiring and firing policies at 
UPS are detrimental to higher edu-
cation. I don't agree with the tenure 
system." 
"After the way Phibbs treated 
Pierce Johnson, no way will I 
donate." 
"I disagree with Phibbs' philoso-
phy on athletics and will not support 
the school while he is there." 
Other comments ranged from not 
being accepted to UPS grad schools 
to a bitter "I don't owe UPS any-
thing because it didn't do much for 
me." It is senseless to even attempt 
to deal with a response of this intell-
ectual level. 
The great majority of the 
comments, in fact, must be 
considered nothing more than "Cop-
outs," simply excuses for not giving 
money. They represent no logical 
reasoning, no actual fault on the 
part of the institution. 
Two reasons, however, reappear 
on a surprisingly frequent basis, not 
only on this list, but throughout the 
comments. The first deals with the 
tenure program and the release of 
some of the more popular 
professors on campus. The name of 
Pierce 	 Johnson 	 is 	 frequently 
mentioned. The other comment 
concerns Dr. Phibbs himself. Num-
erous alumni cite him as their 
grounds for refusing to contribute. 
His policies and general attitude do 
not appear to be conducive to 
alumni support. But to expound on 
these two reasons would be to 
digress from the purpose of this 
piece. Let it simply be said that, if 
alumni support is the issue that it 
appears to be, then the tenure and 
Phibbs issues should perhaps be con-
fronted and evaluated. 
Again, the great majority of the 
reasons offered for not contributing 
are nothing more than excuses. 
Only a small percentage represent 
any real difficulties between indivi-
duals and the institution. Neverthe-
less, the Spring Phonathon has 
broLight to focus certain issues 
which are of some substance and 
certainly of great significance as the 
University strives to pursue a quality 
alumni program. The ramifications 
of both the alumni program and the 
Phonathon extend far beyond the 
basic question of money. It is the 
basic foundation upon which the 
institution is based which must be 
questioned if alumni support is dev-
eloped. 
Kudos this week go out to Karen, 
Shannon, and Lissa for bringing a 
smile to B.T.'s face and a warm glow 
all over Kudos also to Marc 
Therrien and Debbie Winshel for 
their work on Winterini.. and, 
finally, to the BSC for a job -so far-
weJI done. 
By Diana Fields 
Tired of the everyday routine? 
There is a chance to change all that 
The UPS Expeditionary Rental Shop 
and Wilderness House are sponsoring 
seminars to introduce students to 
the inviting .adventures in our wilder-
ness. Conducted by field experts, 
the seminars give students a chance 
to learn and to meet other people 
who share in their outdoor interests 
Three seminars have successfully 
taken place this spring A presenta 
tion on "Underwater Sports" taught 
listeners some of the basics of scuba 
and underwater diving and 
introduced them to some of the 
Puget Sound areas for diving. 
Pamela Yorks, Associate Protessor 
in the UPS Biology Department. 
conducted a seminar on "Edibh 
Plants and Mushroom.' Sh' 
informed students as to which 
plants and mushrooms coii Id hc 
used for cooking when exploring th' 
wilderness. 
Last week a third seminar was 
presented on "Parachuting and Sk 
Diving." Through an explanation of 
sky diving tec;hniques, the ksaquah 
Parachute Center directed 
students as to how they could 
make a "jump" closer to human 
flight. 
If you have not attended any of 
the previous seminars, or you have 
and wish to continue to do so, three 
more outdoor seminars will be 
conducted. They will provide 
students with the opportuntiy to get 
aquainted with adventures in 
"Hang Gliding," "Rock Climbing," 
and "White Water Rafting." 
The TRi\IL would like to thank the 
Ta c on a Rev jew for their border 
tapes, w hic Ii made this paper poss 
Fl 
rB's 
lifestyles 
SPECIALIZING IN CON TEMPORARY HAIR DESIGN 
Easy walking distance from campus 
	
HA lB STYL ES FOR LIFESTYL ES 
Located next door to Warters Sport 
Shop on 6th Ave 	 3909 6th Avenue 752 5052 
I 
I ' 
I'  
I 
IC It" 	 , 	 pd 
i  
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Internship Meeting Planned Watt's Up in PR 
Urban Affairs, Comparative Socio-
logy, Public Administration and 
other interested students: On Mon-
day, April 2, 1979 at 6 p.m. in Jones 
304 there will be a meeting of all stu-
dents planning to take Urban Affairs 
497, Comparative Sociology 497 and 
Public Administration 493 in the Fall 
Semester 1979. The purpose of the 
meeting is to give students a general 
Volunteers 
Needed 
790 children need you! 	 That's 
how many disabled children come 
each week from Tacoma Schools 
Special Education classes to the 
YMCA for swimming lessons. For 
these children to benefit from the 
experience, they need volunteers-
people to dress them, people to help 
at poolside, and people to teach 
them to swim - people who care. 
Training will be held on Monday, 
April 9 from 9 to 11 a m. and 
Wednesday, April 11 from 12 to 2 
pm. Call the Tacoma Family YMCA 
and find out how you can help 
handicapped children. 
Mon. - Thurs ... 11 a.m. to 9p.m. 
Fri. and Sat ... 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
Closed Sun. 
orientation 	 to 	 the 	 lnternship 
Program and make arrangements for 
conferences after Spring Break so 
that internship placement searches 
can begin in time for actual place-
ment tocommence with the first 
week of classes next fall. If you 
cannot attend, please leave your 
name with the Urban Affairs secre-
tary before the meeting. 
Go Ahead 
and Bitch 
Get the TICKET! Do you have a 
question, comment or 'suggestion 
and need a response about Student 
Senate, Student Activities, Adminis-
tration, Food Service or just have 
something on your mind? Then the 
TICKET's the answer for you The 
bright yellow cards may be picked 
up at the info booth and from there 
are directed to the person who can 
best comment on the issue. Next a 
RESPONSE will appear on the 
readerboard in the publicity 
showcase. This is a good way to 
voice opinions and get replies that 
others can see as well. 
By Tracey Hurst 
Within the next month or so, 
several different commercials will 
be aired on television promoting the 
University of Puget Sound. The 
purpose of these messages is to 
make U.P.S. more visible in Seattle, 
Spokane, Vancouver, Portland, and 
of course Tacoma. 
Althoughthis is one of the largest 
projects of the past year for the 
Office of Public Relations, it is by no 
means the only one. Joan Watt, 
Director of Public Relations and her 
industrious staff are responsible for 
"creating an atmosphere ensuring 
successful student recruitment and 
fund raising. 
Specifically, they are responsible 
for things as news releases, 
designing, writing and producing 
about three hundred publications 
per year, knowing what is going with 
UPS, and knowing when and where 
it is going on. There is literally no 
room in this edition to list all of the 
P.R. office's duties. Since in 
addition to P.R. they specialize in 
paperwork and have intricate lists of 
hundreds of various functions they 
serve (or have served) to campus 
organizations, faculty, staff, and 
ISI 
GALLERY 
Fine Handwovens Pure silk blouses 
LOOM ROOM 
Everythingfor the fiber artist 
HOURS 
10:00 - 5:00 Mon. thru Sat. 
1 :00-5:00 Sunday 
3102 Harhorview Drive, Gig Harbor 
he Brick Tavern 	 . 
Featuring 
BLUE PORT NEWS 
Entertaining Friday & Saturday 
9:00pm - 2:00pm 
Free Pool 
Monday - Thursday 12:00 - 3:00pm 
53112 Nth. Baltimore 
Rustun 
students. 
In keeping with their innovative 
nature, they have completed a 
report on "Internal Communications" 
at U.P.S. The report was the first 
attempt to study media and com-
munication vehicles. 
The report reviewed just about 
every possible source of information 
available to people involved in the 
university be they student, faculty, 
staff, alumni or Board of Trustee. 
Each medium of communication 
was reviewed as to its strength, 
credibility, and access to its 
intended audience 
	 The report 
though 	 not 	 "official" 	 has 
produced results. For example, 
University President Philip Phibbs 
has adopted "fireside" meals with 
students to provide more direct 
contact with students. 
The Office fo Public Relations 
would like to help any campus 
organization in need of the skills 
necessary to publicize. 
They are growing to fit the 
changing need of the community 
and general University population 
(You're getting something out of it, 
whether you go here or not!!!!) 
EXPERT 
TYPING 
588-6851 
College Bikes 
10 speed - Moto - x 
Sales - Repairs 	 6i 
Ph. 564-1921 
BUDIL 'S FLOWERS 
383-4739 
2616 6th AVENUE 
Moctezuma 
MEXICAN RESTAURANT 
Where you 'lifind 
Original Mexican Fc 
every day of the 
We Feature Mexican 
Beer & Wine 
5434 South Tacoma t4 
474-5593 
Between 54th and 56th St. 	 Orders To Go 
Parking in Rear 
PETE'S FOREIGN AUTO REPAIR 
(Formerly located at BIG 6 Service) 
WE'VE MOVED! TO SERVE YOU BETTER. 
ACV ADr\IITC\IID -rIIkIr IlncnrrIAI 	 - 
a 
By Cindy Thompson 
The wonderful hit Broadway mu-
sical "I Do! I Do!" is the upcoming 
production to be presented by the 
Griffin Dinner Theatre. This lively 
lyrical show will hit the stage on 
April 3 and run for a special four 
week limited engagement through 
April 29. The lead roles of Agnes 
and Michael will be portrayed by 
the New York actress and actor, 
Marta Brennen and William March. 
The Griffin Dinner Theatre is loca-
ted on Steilacoom Blvd. in the Lake-
wood area of Tacoma. In addition 
to its uniqueness as a dinner theatre, 
the Griffin is also the only profess-
ional theatre in town thereby 
bringing such well known talents as 
Bob Denver,Werner, 
 Kempler and 
Forrest Tucker to the Tacoma 
audiences in a year-round repertoire 
of shows. New attractions are feat-
ured every 6-7 weeks with enough 
variety to appeal to a multitude of 
tastes. The theatre itself boasts of a 
full theatrical stage with full quadro-
phonic sound. The Griffin seats 320 
people and offers them the opportu-
nity to enjoy a table service dinner 
party prior to the beginning of the 
show. The Griffin Theatre also 
accomodates those wishing merely 
to see the show at lower priced rates 
which exclude dinner. 
The words and lyrics of "I Do! I 
Do!" were written by Tom Jones 
with the accompanying music writ-
ten by Harvey Schmidt. The lyrical 
musical quality of "I Do! I Do!" 
trails throughout the entire story, 
even at moments when the charac-
ters are not actually singing. The 
story opens in the early 20th cent-
ury, zeros in on a young couple, Ag-
nes and Michael, and follows their 
lives from the time of their marriage 
up through their later years togeth-
er. The choreography and music 
combine to create a real sense of 
fluidity throughout the changing 
years. There are no real breaks in 
the passing time but rather momen-
tary transitions which keep the aud-
ience ever aware of and involved 
with the plot. As for the talent to 
be seen on the stage in "I Do! I 
Do!,"this marks Marta Brennen's 
second appearance at the Griffin. 
She returns to the Griffin after 
having just recently completed the 
filming of James A. Michener's 
"Centennial," in which she plays the 
role of Mary Sibley. Last summer 
Marta played Ariel in the New York 
production of the "Tempest." Her 
training in the theatre came from 
both the New England Conservatory 
of Music in Boston and the Royal 
Academy of Dramatic Art in Lon-
don. 
William March, the play's leading 
actor, also has many appearances to 
his credit. He portrayed the young 
husband in the Off-Broadway hit 
"The Gift of the Magi." Another of 
his favorite roles was that of a 
double agent in "Forge of 
Freedom," a Bicentennial special 
which played in Washington D.C.'s 
Ford Theatre. March's talent has 
also been extended to television in 
the form of numerous soap opera 
and commercial appearances. He 
has also been involved with a vari-
ety of other New York plays 
including the Obie-winning Off-
Broadway show "Transfers." 
As a special opportunity to UPS 
students the Griffin Dinner Theatre 
is offering discount rates to I UPS 
students for any Wednesday show-
ing of the popular "I Do! I Do!" 
fl 1 	 i 
Entertainment 
Griffl'n Says 
Van Halen Coming 
cont. from page 1 
was to continue as they made the into 	 Hollywood's 	 Starwood. 	 Aid 
rounds of small clubs, beer bars, wet came next in the shape of Kiss' Gene 
t-shirt 	 contests, 	 backyard 	 parties Simmons who paid for their original 
and dance contests that kept them demo tape sessions. One night War- 
in loose change over the next few ners' Mo Ostin and producer Ted 
years. 	 With a repertoire that includ- Templeton caught their act at the 
ed 	 "Cold 	 Sweat," 	 "Get 	 Down Starwood 	 and 	 the 	 rest 	 is 	 rapidl\ 
Tonight," and 
	 "It's Your Thing," 	 it becoming vinyl history. 
didn't 	 take 	 long 	 betore 	 they Maybe it is because this is a hard 
gathered 	 up 	 a 	 following 	 that working band that got its trainuig 
spanned from Cucanionga 
	 to the with schedules that ran to twenty 
outer reaches of the San Fernando four consecutive shows doing five 
Valley and all points in between, forty-five 	 minLite 	 sets 	 a 	 night 	 or 
Meanwhile, 	 the 	 four 	 began maybe it is because they pick and 
working up their own material and choose and write their material with 
opening 	 for 	 the 	 likes 	 of 	 Santana, the 	 ideal 	 that "each 	 song 	 has 	 to 
Sparks, 	 UFO, 	 and 	 Nils 	 Lofgren 	 at have 	 instant 	 appeal," 	 that 	 the 
such places as 
	 the Santa Monica crowds come wherever Van Halen 
Civic, 	 Long 	 Beach 	 Arena, 	 and plays. 	 Their music is tight, precise, 
pulling in three thousand customers and deceptively sophisticated with 
on their home turf at the Pasadena the instant impact that goes right to 
Civic Auditorium. An appearance at the viscera. 	 "We come on like a 
the Golden West Ballroom in subur- super Nova," Roth concludes. 	 No 
ban Norwald brought them to the Doubt. 	 Van Halen lights up the sky 
attention of L.A. rock scene pro Rod-- with energy to spare. 
ney Bingenheimer who booked them 
PRESENTS: 
From NewYork. 
Marta rsswan WNNani March 
Tru Art Frame Co. 
WE STETjWafit ne
L 	 F 
C- 
10% Discount to U.P.S. Students 
starringin- 
THE WONDERFUL FAMILY 
MUSICAL'__ 
50% OFFALL S_E_RVX_M___ 
AND MAKE UP APPLICATIONS 
Thru April with this coupon 
Shampoo, Cut and B/ow Dry 
(Normally $10.00) 
Perm w/o Cut 
(Normally $30.00) 
R & D SYNDICUT 
3321 N. 26th 	 CONTEMPORARY HAIR DESIGNS 	 7592363 TERY • JERRY • KEITH 
L'J 
Special LIMITED ENGAGEMENT' 
APRIL 3rd thru APRIL 29th 
For ticket, and information call: 
584-1880 
UPS STUDENTS! 
Any Wednesday- 
$ 7.00/student [Show only] 
******************* 
Rowers In 
Canada 
By Daniel Bolong 
The UPS Crew teams found the 
waters rough going in the British Co-
lumbia Invitational March 24 up in 
Burnaby, B.C. The best the Logger 
rowers could manage was a fourth 
place finish by the Women's Novice 
4 shell. UPS turned in a time of 
4:53.4 over the 1,000 meter course, 
compared to the winning time of 
4:36.9 by UBC. Other results by UPS 
women included fifth-place finishes 
by the Senior 4 and Novice 8 shells, 
clocking in at 4:40.5 and 3:56.4 res-
pectively, and the Light 4 shell, who 
recorded no time while finishing 
seventh. 
The Logger men clocked in at 7 
minutes 15 seconds in the Frosh 8 
shell while finishing fifth, but the 
Varsity 4 and 8-oared shells finished 
far behind the pack, failing to record 
a time while taking sixth and 
seventh respectively. UBC won the 
Varsity 8 competition in 6:04.3, 
whileWSU"A" took the Varsity 4 in 
7:49.7. The men's competition was 
held over a 2000 meter course. 
March 31 will find the Logger ro-
wers up against Oregon Tech and 
Humboldt State in an away meet, 
while home meets against Lewis 
& Clark April 7 and Reed College, 
Green Lake April 14 are scheduled 
before UPS hits enemy waters again 
April 21 at the Portland Invitational. 
Hang in there, Loggers. 
Fresno State University. Good luck 
to all 
Wolullen NettersRipTCC;Bow To UW 
Spikers Top Two 
School Marks 
By Daniel Bolong 
Logger women toppled two 
school records at the All-Comers 
Meet March 24 held at PLU. Diane 
Thompson lowered the 100 M. 
Hurdle school mark down to 18.0 
seconds while finishing third. Cathy 
Shaw held the old school standard 
with a time of 19.3 set in 1975. 
Thompson also copped first in the 
Long Jump. Betty Andrews lowered 
her own 400 M. school record mark 
of 1:05.6 down to 1:03.9. Angela 
French took the final first for the 
Logger women, winning the 10,000 
M. run at 43:36. 
Randy Moon took the only indivi 
dual title for the UPS men, running 
the 110 M. Hurdles in 15.2 seconds. 
However, the 1600 M. Relay Team 
managed a first, negotiating the 
track in a time of 3:45.3 
Scheduled action through Spring 
Break shows the Logger men spikers 
competing in the PLU Open tomor-
row, the Western Washington Invita-
tional April 7 in Bellingham, and a 
qualifiers meet with BYU and 
Oregon State April 14 in Corvallis, 
Oregon. The UPS women also take 
their spikes to the PLU Open before 
comDeting in the Washington 
women's collegiate Championships 
April 20-21 at Spokane CC. Logger 
decathlete Randy Moon is eyeing 
two decathlons, April 2-3 at Willa-
mette University and April 10-11 at 
UPS 9TCCO UWOUPS4 
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Final Standings 
Intramural 
Basketball 
League Standings as of 3/26/79 
Div. A-i 
* Phi Delta "A" 5-1 
Feek 5-1 
Beta "A" 2-4 
Tort Feasor 1-5 
SAE"A" 1-5 
Div. A-2 
*BSU 6-0 
Bard & Members 3-3 
Arm & Hammer 3-3 
Ghetto 2-4 
Kappa Sigma "A" 2-4 
Div. A-3 
Slowhand 6-0 
Meat Squad 4-2 
Sigma Chi "A" 3-3 
Regester i-S 
Theta Chi 0-6 
Di\. 	 B-i 
* Sloppy Seconds 6-0 
Resinators 4-2 
Safety & Security 2-4 
Hoopers 2-4 
Green Wave 2-4 
TRAIL 2-4 
Div. [3-2 
'law 2nd Year 6-0 
Smelters 4-2 
Zoo 4-2 
SAE "B" 3-3 
Warriors 1-5 
DeusMachina 0-6 
Div. C 
Harrington 5-0 
Bongers 4-1 
Choir Boys 3-2 
Sigma NO "C' , 2-3 
Gooners 1-4 
Bangers 0-5 
All 	 Div. "C" teams have one more 
game. 
* denotes teams in playoffs. 
UPS Linkers 
Tee Off 
By Daniel Bolong 
The UPS Golf Team boasted five 
returning lettermen as they swung 
into action March 16. UPS finished 
second behind Western Washington 
University among Northwest small 
colleges last year. Senior Jim 
Cowan, juniors Rick Hassan, Jim 
Coury, and Dale Julander, and soph-
1omore George Kanick are the return-
ees. Senior Randy Smith, junior 
Ross Taylor, and sophomore George 
Richardson are the newcomers on 
the squad. Smith is also a varsity 
tennis player. 
UPS opened the season March 16 
in a triangular match with PLU and 
Tacoma Community College. The 
match was held at the Sahalee Golf 
Course. Logger Jim Cowan took 
medalist honores, shooting a 75, but 
team scores had PLU winning with 
395 strokes, TCC with 397, and UPS 
403. March 19-20 saw UPS compete 
in the Seattle University Invitation-
al. The Loggers finished third in a six 
team field, trailing Simon Fraser's 
408 strokes and PLU's 412 strokes 
with a score of 415. Again, Jim 
Cowan took medalist honors with 
rounds of 77-81 -78 for a 236 total. 
Logger Head Coach Doug 
McArther stated that letterman Dale 
Julander was unable to play in the 
first two matches and that his pres-
ence could have resulted in UPS vic-
tories. Julander is one of the best 
UPS golfers and is expected back for 
the remaining matches. 
The Logger linkers travel April 1-2 
for the Portland Invitational. The 
first four rounds of the six round 
Northwest Classic will take place 
over spring break, beginning April 9 
at the Logger home course in Fir-
crest followed the next with round 
two at PLU. Rounds three and four 
are scheduled for April 15-16 at Lin-
field and Willamette respectively. 
SINGLES: 
Kay Archer (UPS) def. Jean Beyette 
(TCC) 6-0, 6-0. 
Gini Henderson (UPS) def. Sally Fei-
gert (TCC) 6-3, 7-6 
Carolyn Hinckley (UPS) def. Bunny 
Tuell (TCC) 6-2, 6-2 
Lisa Keylor (UPS) def. Madge Lively 
(TCC) 7-6, 6-4 
Janet Larmore (UPS) del. Mary Rigg-
leman (TCC) 6-1, 6-1 
Holly Rogers (UPS) def. Jodi Tuell 
(TCC) 6-0, 6-0 
DOUBLES: 
Henderson-Rogers 	 (UPS) 	 del. 
Beyette-Feigert (TCC) 6-2, 6-3 
Hinckley-Prince (UPS) del. B. Tuell-
Lively (TCC)6-2, 6-1 
Archer-Larmore (UPS) def. J.  Tuell-
Riggleman (TCC) 6-0, 6-0 
SINGLES: 
Kay Archer (UPS) def. Marlaine Dick-
son (UW) 6-4, 7-5 
Elaine Dickson (UW) del. Cmi Hen-
derson (UPS) 6-4, 6-4 
Michelle Prince (UPS) def. Ann Suth-
erland (UW) 6-0, 6-2 
Rhonda Panattoni (UW) del. Carolyn 
Hinckley (UPS) 6-0, 6-0 
Linda Morrison (UW) def. Lisa Key-
br (UPS) 6-2, 6-3 
Carol Spielberg (UW) del. Janet Lar -
more (UPS) 6-1,6-3 
Holly Rogers (UPS) del. Doris Morris-
on (UW) 7-6, 6-2 
DOUBLES: 
L. Morrison-Panattoni (UW) def. 
Henderson-Rogers (UPS) 6-3, 6-3 
Dickson-Dickson 	 (UW) 	 def. 
Hinckley-Prince (UPS) 6-1, 6-4 
Archer-Larmore (UPS) del. D. Morris-
on-Ramstead (UW) 6-2, 6-2 
DRASTIC PLASTIC RECORDS 
And Paradise Paraphenalia 
RECORDS& TAPES NEW&USED 
Buy • Sell • Trade 
Easy Walking from UPS Campus-Save Gas, Avoid Ma/I Fat,iue Or Highlands Hassle. Don't Be 
Over-Towered! Big Is Not Best! We Are About Five Blocks Towards Downtown, At 5th Ave. 6' 
Cakes. 
Open Mon. To Sat. Noon To 3 P.M Buyer Available Weekdays 6-8 P.M i All Day Sat. 2103- 6th 
Ave. 212-2886 
Kn'iockerbockers 
I 1 	 JEANS & THINGS 
Ph. 272-1744 
	 2515 6th Ave. Tacoma  
Womens & Mens Tops 
Featuring: 	 \N 0 
HIM I/El? 
IJ/11/ergro,%/ . 
San Fra0C 1 
 ° RIth' Gear 
Dog Go,rn,t GEBS 
iii, 
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Student Services 
Fi*nan 
Students interested in financial 
assistance for the coming summer 
must complete a separate applica-
tion. The Summer 1979 Financial 
Aid Request Form is now available 
in the Financial Aid Office, Jones 
103, hours lOam to 5 pm. 
The only certain funds directly 
through the Financial Aid Office this 
summer are National Direct Student 
Loan and College Work-Study Emp-
loyment. There will probably be no 
scholarships or grant funds 
available. If you are eligible for a 
1979-80 Basic Educational 
Opportunity Grant award and you 
plan to graduate in August or 
December 1979, contact the Finan-
cial Aid Office for special instruct- 
Career Forum 
Sponsored by 
Jay Jacobs 
Applications for Jay Jacobs 1979-
80 College Career Forum, a program 
designed for college students whose 
career interests lie in fashion retail-
ing and associated fields, are now 
available at the Career Planning and 
Placement Office, 2nd floor, 
Library; from Amy Sinclair in How-
arth 102; or at any Jay Jacobs store. 
A forum of up to 20 college stu-
dents will be selected for this prog-
ram which gives students the oppor-
tunity to learn from top profession-
als in the industry, through field 
trips to related businesses, from 
monthly projects and meetings, and 
from actual on-the-job experience. 
The JJ College Career Forum exp-
lores all areas of fashion retailing 
from merchandising and buying to 
advertising and sales promotion and 
should be of particular interest to 
students studying business and 
marketing, journalism, art, adver-
tising clothing and textiles and fash-
ion merchandising. 
Application for membership is 
open to any college student who 
will be enrolled as an undergraduate 
in an accredited Seattle/Tacoma 
area college during his or her year of 
membership on the Forum. This 
Forum's year is June 1979 through 
May 1980. Completed applications 
are due May 7,1979. 
40 
cial 
ions. Therefore, unless you are will-
ing to accept a loan or employment 
you should not apply for summer 
assistance. For those seeking loan 
or part-time employment under the 
College Work-Study Program, prior-
ity will be given to those students 
taking 2 or more units. If funds are 
still available, students taking less 
than 2 units (although no less than 1 
unit in a single session) will be con-
sidered for such assistance. You 
must also be a "regularly" admitted 
UPS student, either this spring term, 
1979 and/or for the coming fall term, 
1979 to be eligible for consideration. 
New students must complete a 
1979-80 Financial Aid Form (FAF) 
The Job 
Board 
The following are only some of 
the jobs available to UPS students 
through the Academic Advising 
Career Planning and Placement 
Office. If you are interested in one 
of the opportunities below, please 
check in at the A2CP2 Office, Lib-
rary 225, for more information. 
A motor route for the P1 is 
available. Preferably someone liv-
ing near the route area. Salary is $90 
per month, plus $20 mileage. 
A couple is needed to live 
in (answering phones, etc.). Qualif i-
cations include responsibility: one 
of the couple should be there most 
of the time. Sal&y includes apart-
ment with compensation. 
#474: A dishwasher is needed 
during lunch hours. Salary is union 
scale. 
#479: Four positions are available 
for sorting and filing. Qualifications 
include basic number skills. Salary 
is $3.25 per hour. 
#477: 
	
A clean-up person is 
needed to clean up behind a remod-
eling project. Must have a driver's 
license. Salary is $3.50 per hour. 
#476: Someone is needed to drive 
new car deliveries to various cities 
within Washington State. Must have 
Washington Driver's License and 
good driving record. 
Id In 
and the "Summer 1979 Financial Aid 
Request Form" and the 1979-80 UPS 
Application for Financial 
Application for Financial Assist-
ance. (Students who will graduate in 
August 1979 do not have to comp-
lete the 1979-80 UPS Application for 
Financial Assistance). 
Only if funds are still available 
after the preference deadline will 
additional request forms be given 
out or accepted. 
If your materials are received by 
the Financial Aid Office by April 10, 
you will be notified no later than 
May 1, 1979 or your eligibility for 
financial assistance. 
Awards will be made on the fol-
lowing criteria: 1.) Date completed 
The following companies will he 
visiting the UPS campus to interview 
interested students. If you are inter-
ested in being scheduled for an 
interview, please come by the 
Academic Advising Career Planning 
and Placement Office, Library 225.. 
Monday, April 2: COLLEGE OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 
UNIV. OF OREGON will be inter-
viewing students interested in doing 
business graduate work. 
Tuesday, April 3: Students inter -
ested in territorial sales of 
computers will be interviewed by 
the BURROUGHS CORP. 
Wednesday, April 4: The XEROX 
CORP. will be interviewing students 
Want 
Ads 
fo 
forms are returned. Students return-
ing forms first will receive first con-
sideration. 2.) Amount of financial 
need. 3.) National Direct Student 
Loans: Priority will be given to 
students enrolled for 2 or more 
units. 4.) College Work-Study: Pri-
ority will be given to students who 
have skills and experience which 
meet the requirements of positions 
available. 
If you are an Occupational Thera-
py or Physical Therapy student inter-
ested in applying for need based fin-
ancial assistance for your affiliation, 
contact Cereta Frederickson in the 
Financial Aid Office. 
of all majors interested in being 
territorial sales representatives. 
CLAIROL will be speaking with 
business, marketing, and communi-
cations students who are interested 
in sales representative positions. 
Thursday, April 5: The K-MART 
CORP. will be interviewing students 
interested in management trainee 
positions. 
Friday, April 6: Attention O.T. and 
P.T. people! The STATE OF HAWAII 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION will 
be interviewing for OTRs and RPTs. 
Also, the CLOVER PARK SCHOOL 
DISTRICT will be at UPS interview-
ing elementary and secondary 
education majors. 
TYPING-EDITING at reasonable 
rates. Mrs. Green. 564-2984. 
FOUND: Blonde cocker around 
campus Wednesday, March 21. Call 
Jen Joque 759-6888. 
RIDE WANTED to Las Vegas. April 
5, 6, or 7. Jeff Meyers at x4281. 
THE BERKELEY WOMEN'S MUSIC 
COLLECTIVE WILL BE IN CONCERT 
AT UPS ON FRIDAY, APRIL 20, 1979 
AT9 P.M. DONATION $3.50 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED to do publicity, 
childcare and security at the Berkeley 
Women's Music Collective Concert, 
April 20. Call 0137. 
0 
"GREEK LIFE?" 
Do you ever wonder whai Iratemiiy living is  
like? We want VOL) to know. Our g al is to  
Ici \Ou have all iippiiriunitv to see hi w we 
work and live. We enjoy our way of life and 
want to ,harc our experiences with you. 
Si,iriitg after spring break, we 'II be inviting 	 . 
you over iii f iiid out whai fraterniiv living is 	 i. 
like. , 	 - 	 . 	 . i,..' 
- i 	 - - - 
AW 	
J15tintepfraternity council 
un,ven,ty ofpugetsou,,d 
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Today 
Mar. 30 
Tonight Campus Films presents a 
double feature in Mc006. The night's 
entertainment features "Blazing 
Saddles," followed up by "Kentucky 
Fried Movie." Showtimes are: "Blaz-
ing Saddles" at 6:00 and 10:10 pm, 
and "Kentucky Fried" at 8:00 pm 
and 12:10 am. This hilarious double 
teature is rated R, and it costs 25c 
per student. 
"A Bad Play for an Old Lady" by 
Elizabeth Johnson will be presented 
tonight at 8:00 pm in the Kilworth 
Chapel Basement "Bad Play," a 
comic fantasy, is the fourth student 
initiated play this year and the 
second Alpha Psi Omega sponsored 
production. "A Bad Play" is senior 
Nora Douglass' sixth directing 
project Tickets for the play are 
$1 .00 at the door. 
Tonight the Shrine Circus invades 
the UPS. Fieldhouse! It's a great 
show for all, old and young. 
The KUPS album hour tonight 
features a hot one: Supertramp's 
"Breakfast in America" beginning at 
10:30 pm. Don't miss this great radio 
concertt 
Brian Hilton will give a senior 
recital on the organ at St. Charles 
Borromeo Catholic Church at 8:15 
pm tonight. 
Sat. 
Mar. 31. 
"A Bad Play for an Old Lady" will 
continue to be presented at 8:00 
pm tonight in the Kilworth Chapel 
Basement. Tickets, once more are 
$1.00 at the door. Tonight is the final 
presentation, so don't miss this play 
directed by senior Nora Douglass. 
"Blazing Saddles" and "Kentucky 
Fried Movie" once more hit UPS in 
Mc 006. Showtimes are: "Blazing 
Saddles," 6:00 and 10:10 pm; 
"Kentucky Fried," 8:00 pm and 12:10 
am. Admission charge is 25c per 
student. Don't miss these two 
hilarious pictures! 
Track team travels to Pacific 
Lutheran University for a coed track 
meet. Come out and cheer our 
Logger tracksters on to victory! 
There will he a meeting today at 
noon in Jones 204 to intorm students 
of the scheduled study-travel 
programs to Southeast Asia next 
Winterim, Fall Semester and 
Winterim, 1980-81, and for the full 
year, 1981-82. Itinerary, budgets, 
curriculum and prerequisites for the 
program will he discussed. All inter -
ested students are encouraged to at -
tend! 
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Mon. 
Apr. 2 
If you haven't been by the Kittredge 
Gallery lately stop by tonight at 7 
p.r'ii., you'll he able to (:atch a per-
formance to go along with the curr-
ent display at the gallery. The 
display consists of an exhibition of 
handmade iii us cal instruments 
From 13 Northwest art i',ts Don't 
iii iss this spec ia I attraction! 
Attention Urban Affairs, Com-
parative Sociology, Public Admini-
stration, and other interested 
students: This evening at 6:00 pm in 
Jones 304 there will be a meeting of 
all students planning to take Urban 
Affairs 497, Comparative Sociology 
497 and Public Administration 493 
in the Fall of 1979. The purpose is to 
begin organization of the Internship 
Program for next fall. If you cannot 
attend, please leave your name with 
the Urban Affairs secretary before 
the meeting. 
This morning at 10:00 am in 
Mc006, Irving Kristol will speak on 
Neoconservatism. He will also be 
speaking tonight at 8:00 pm at the 
Tacoma Bicentennial Pavillion. 
Registration is in Howarth 108. This 
special presentation is promoted by 
Phi Chi Theta and Alpha Kappa Psi. 
Tonight KUPS features on its 
Album Hour tonight Wilbert 
Longm ire's "Champaigne." Don't 
miss this fine entertainment 
beginning at 10:30 pm. 
The Graduate School of Manage-
ment at the University of Oregon 
will be interviewing interested 
candidates. 
Tues. 
Apr. 3 
The Tacoma Chapter of the National 
Organiiation for Women (N 0 'N.) 
and the UPS Women's Studies Dep-
artment, wil I present an Affirmative 
Act ion Workshop today from 1-4 
p in in Mc 106 The workshop will 
nd ride a panel discussion to he 
followed by a ni.imher of workshops 
focusing in on various asI)ec t s of 
a If irmative act ion programs and 
how to fight hack against recent 
attacks on att irma t ye ac ion 
A 	 representative 	 from 	 the 
Burroughs Corporation will be on 
campus today. Interviews will be 
conducted regarding a position as a 
teritorial salesmen of computers. 
On student colloquium on 
"Chinese Reform in 1898" will be 
presented by Dian Ferguson at 4:00 
in Jones 204. This colloquium is a 
feature of the Asian Studies 
Program and is open to the public. 
"On That Day in the Bronx," a 
color film portraying a Bronx His-
pa.nic community's celebration of 
the Passion of Christ, will be shown 
at 3 pm in Jones 203. The film will be 
followed by a discussion of the 
various ethnic, cultural, religious 
and philosophical issues raised by 
the film. The presentation is jointly 
sponsered by Urban Affairs, 
Religion, Philosophy and Foreign 
Languages The entire University 
community is invited to attend. 
The big event hits the UPS 
campus tonight at 8 pm in the Field-
house, Van Halen will be performing 
to a crowd of awaiting fans. Tickets 
can be obtained at the Info center. 
The cost is $7.50 with an ASB card 
and there is a limit of one ticket per 
card. 
A ballroom dancing lesson will 
be conducted in the Kilworth base-
ment at 3:30. 
Dr. Frank Cousens will present a 
lecture on "War of the Words: 
History, Politics and the Writer." 
The lecture will begin at 8 pm in 
Kilworth Chapel. 
INN 2, a christian worship service 
will begin at 10:00 in the Kilworth 
Chapel. All are invited to come and 
share in the fellowship. 
The KUPS Album Hour Feature 
for the evening is The Rubinoos-
Back to the Drawing Board. Tune 
into 90.1 at 10:30 pm to catch this 
one! 
Here's something a little bit out of 
the ordinary. Come learn the how-
tos and wheres about of "Hang 
Gliding." The Expeditionary shop 
and Wilderness House are sponsoring 
this special presentation. It will be 
held at 7:30 in the Women's Gym. 
Don't miss this happening! 
Wed. 
Apr. 4 
Representatives from both the 
Xerox Corporation and Clairol Cor-
poration will be on campus inter-
viewing students regarding the 
possiblilities of some jobs with their 
respective companies For info 
contact A2CP2 
The grand finale to the seven 
week long series of Katherine Hep-
burn films will be shown tonight in 
Mc006. Tonight's feature is 
"Christopher Strong" and showtimes 
are at 7:30 and 9:30 pm Admission 
to the show is only a quarter! 
KUPS is offering great entertain-
ment tonight at 10:30 pm as they 
bring you their Album Hour Feature. 
Tune in and hear Journey-Evolution, 
that's 90.1 FM 
Thur SN .0 
Apr. 5 
The next film to be presented by 
the Pierce County Film Society will 
be shown today. the movie is 
Holiday, starring Katherine Hep-
burn, Cary Grant, and Edward 
Everett Horton. The show will begin 
at 8:00 p.m. in the Kilworth chapel 
a ridi tori urn 
On campus interviews will be 
conducted by the K-Mart Corpora-
tion. any students interested in 
management trainee positions with 
K-Mart should sign up for an inter-
view time in the A2CP2 office. 
Tune into 90.1 FM tonight at 10:30 
to hear Bob Welch-Three Hearts.This 
speciai feature is brought to you 
courtesy of KUPS Album Hour. 
Fri. 
Apr. 6 
The Clover Park School District 
will have representatives on campus 
today. They will be conducting 
interviews with interested elemen-
tary and secondary education 
majors. 
Attention O.T. and P.T. majors! 
The State of Hawaii-Dep't. of Educa-
tion will be interviewing for OTR's 
and RPT's today on the U.P.S. 
campus. For more info contact 
A2CP2 
KUPS Album Hour Feature this 
evening will be Graham Parker and 
the Rumour-Squeezing Out Sparkes. 
That's 10:30 pm on KUPS. 
Spring Break starts today! From 
all of us at the TRAIL-Have a great 
time and see ya in a couple of 
weeks! 
March 30, 1979 
Photographs by Tim Pounds 
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PPLY NOW FORD 
JAYJACOBS 
COLLEGE 
As)aIii 
LEARN FROM THE INSIDE OUfABOUT: RETAILING. FASHION MERCHANDISING' 
RETAIL ADVERTISING' SALES PROMOTION . BE A REPRESENTATIVE OF 
JAY JACOBS IN YOUR COLLEGE COMMUNITY To obtain an application for membership on the JJ College 
Career Forum fill in the blank at the bottom and mail to Jay 
TheJJ College Career Forum isaforum of college studentswhose career interests lie Jacobs, 1530 Fifth Avenue, Seattle, WA 98101 or pick up your 
in fashion retailing and associated fields. The Forum works closely with Jay Jacobs application at the Career Planning and Placement Office, 
executives and staff learning the business from top professionals. Informative 2nd Floor Library; or from Amy Sinclair in Howarth 102. 
monthly meetings include speakers exploring the many facets of fashion retailing, 
visits to related businesses and retail sales training. Monthly creative and written COMPLETED APPLICATIONS ARE DUE MAY 7. 1979. 
projects give actual experience in performing typical "on-the-job" assignments. 
Part-time employment provides learning and earning through practical first hand  Please send me information and an application for membership on 
experience. the JJ college career Forum 
Application for membership is open to any college student who will be enrolled as Name________________________________________ 
an undergraduate in an accredited Seattle/Tacoma area college during his or her Addres 	 • 
•. . 
city 	 State 	 Zip 
School  dAYcJAEE1E15 Mail to JJ college career Forum, JAY JACOBS, 1530 5th Avenue, Seattle, WA 98101. completed Applications Due May 7, 1979 
ALWAYS FIRST IN FASHION FOR MEN AND WOMEN THROUGHOUT WASHINGTON, IDAHO, MONTANA & ALASKA! 
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Deai 
We realize that the handicapped 
are constantly discriminated against 
in everyday life. We abhor this 
thoughtless oppression and want to 
do something about it. Therefore, we 
a re proud to present, as a service 
to some of our handicapped 
followers, "Newspapers for the 
Deaf." 
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